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Councillors,
I appreciate the opportunity to participate so thank you taking the time to listen to public input.
(I have waited all day to speak but at this point I am unable to stay to participate. I sincerely
hope my written comments will be accepted by the committee. )
My name is Mathew Stone. I am a resident in Tuxedo Park, I am a business owner and an active
member of my community, most recently having been a member of the North Hill Communities
Local Area Plan - an engagement that lasted well over a year. While I am not an official
representative of the Tuxedo Park community association, I do represent the views of many
neighbors, friends and clients who live and work in the North Hill Communities.
Among the most frequently raised topic of conversation is the pace of change that is occurring
in our neighbourhoods. For the most part there is genuine excitement at how our area of the
city is evolving and growing. At the same time, however, there is always some frustration and
concern with how things are happening - some people simply don't like change. And that's ok.
These concerns and frustrations are generally overcome through engagement, getting the facts
and sharing of solutions. In fact, some great initiatives in the area like the proposed land use
initiatives, the Main Street initiatives, the North Hill Local Area Plan and even the original Green
Line plan were all derived from sincere engagement that brings community members and city
officials together.
Sadly, the level of frustration, sadness and concern have only grown in the last many months
since the announcement that the original green line proposal was being discarded in favour an
above ground alignment down Centre Street. This new approach may work to save some
money but the impacts on the North Hill Communities will be massive and are not completely
understood. The major studies on traffic flow, actual ridership north of Downtown, parking,
community access and business impact have not been completed. This leaves many important
questions and concerns unanswered. Things like:
How to deal with the 25,000 cars that are using Centre street right now. Where will they
go? Not all of them will move to the train or BRT.
What will planners do to prevent communities like Tuxedo or Crescent Heights turning
into pass-throughs for frustrated drivers looking to avoid the inevitable congestion?
What happens to the Mainstreet initiatives? The new alignment effectively wrecks the
potential promise of vibrancy for both Edmonton Trail and Centre Street. How do we
ensure Centre Street doesn't become another 7th avenue?
On top of all that information has not been shared and only becoming aware of now like
risk analysis, cost/benefit analysis, updated downtown usage and more. What else do
we need to know before making a wise decision?
These kinds of questions and impacts are not insignificant and real engagement needs to
happen to deliver a project that works. It appears we are abandoning the approach of engaging
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the community and simply rushing to build this segment without completely understanding the
realities of the project for the promise of taxpayer dollars from other levels of government.
Now we have heard from some who say adequate engagement has already happened. Since
the realignment was announced, two open-houses were made available for the people living in
communities north of the river. An on line feedback tool was opened and viewed by a few
thousand people but that was poorly promoted. All in the midst of a pandemic and an energy
price crash when the public was rightly worried about their health, jobs and their families. Is
this what passes for adequate public engagement for a project costing $4.9 Billion dollars?
In 2016 the city was exploring a bid for the 2026 Olympics. An endeavour that was proposed to
cost $5.1 Billion - so comparable. In that instance over 20,000 Calgarians participated in on line
feedback tools and other formal surveys, dozens of in-depth interviews with community leaders
and groups were conducted and many open-houses and events were held to get feedback. The
price is about the same but the impacts of t his will last forever. Why not apply the same
principles of real engagement to this project?
Another example - the federal government has invested in detailed engagement with groups
across Canada on a $7 Billion dollar project that no one will ever see - a pipe buried in the
ground. Yet they took the time to consult and gather facts. This is a train now coming through
our front yard, how come the same principles of consultation and fact can't be applied to this
decision?
I am not here to propose cancelling the project. Quite the opposite - a vibrant and resilient
community needs transit infrastructure. Members of this community are highly supportive of
integrated traffic solutions that are common to other great cities. I am here to suggest the
committee take a breath and pause the northern segment to fully engage the community and
understand the impacts of what is about to happen. This is too important and way too much

money to simply rush a major realignment through without heed to its impact.
Civic government, more than any other level of government, has a direct connection to its
citizens. Take the time to live up to that connection for this part of the project. Be responsive to
community ideas and solutions to get this project done right. This kind of investment doesn't
need to be rushed.
There are elements of the project that can proceed. You're shovel ready south of downtown.
Start building it there. That makes sense, the facts are known and everything is ready. But
please, north of Eau Claire? Clearly more work is needed. The citizens of Calgary deserve a
system that works and the North Hill communities deserve better than a rush job.
Take the time to do the north leg right.
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All,
Hello, my name is Mick Dilger.
I am CEO of Pembina Pipeline Corporation, one of the largest downtown employers in Calgary and have
been a resident of Calgary almost my entire life. I have also been Past Co-Chair of the Calgary United
Way with Pembina currently being Calgary's largest United WY Donor.
I usually stay silent on Municipal matters but I have a lot of love for this City and therefore must act in
this circumstance.
As you know by now, working from home is a new reality for many businesses, governments,
professional service firms and administrators. Not because they need to, rather because they want
to. COVID-19 has prompted a major and permanent shift.
At Pembina, we expect perhaps only 1,000-1,200 of our roughly 1,500 employees to return to working
downtown even once COVID is behind us. We further expect a large number of the 1,000-1,2000 who do
return to working downtown to work from home part of the time.
Calgary's competitive advantage will come from being a beautiful, livable city close to the mountains
where people can work from home, or close to home, and avoid an unnecessary commute.
Accordingly, the current Green Line plan makes absolutely no sense in the new world. Why invest
billions for a service few will need?
Even before COVID, the project was borderline from a cost-benefit perspective. With cost pressures
rising and demand lowering, it needs a complete and total rethink.
Whether this leads to a scaled-back single line to the southeast or a total halt will be up to Council.
At Pembina, I preside over Multi-billion dollar projects. The first rule of a mega-project is to have all
detailed engineering complete before rendering and thereafter scope changes of any kind. Any
deviation from this is a recipe is a disaster in the making and has the potential, if not the likelihood of
bankruptcy for our City. I would be happy to send you literature from global experts on this subject. We
need to know what this thing will cost before we start.
We need to preserve capital as a community and stream the few resources we have into preserving
those small businesses we have remaining in our city. They we're already getting killed on property
taxes before Covid. The new debt load associated with the project as planned is entirely irresponsible to
all taxpayers, and will starve other important community services of funds.
Call or email me if you'd like to discuss further.
Thank you,
Mick Dilger
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